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Abstract

Despite the large input power of tens of MW, in the reversed ®eld pinch RFX, the e�ective charge can be remarkably

small. Zeff decreases with density but does not show a dependence on the plasma current up to 1 MA for a given density.

It is found that due to the large total particle out¯ux (2 ´ 1023 sÿ1) the energy per particle is kept within reasonable

levels. These values, together with the carbon yield and ultimately the impurity concentrations, are comparable with the

tokamak case, where typically both power input and particle out¯ux are proportionally lower by an order of magni-

tude. Experimental results and Monte Carlo simulations suggest that in RFX the particle screening is due to the short

ionisation length of neutrals with a contribution of the ®nite Larmor radius e�ect. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All

rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Reversed ®eld pinch experiments of the present gen-

eration can run with plasma currents up to 1 MA and

require an ohmic input power of the order of tens of

MW to sustain steady-state con®gurations. Corre-

spondingly the ®rst wall has to withstand relatively large

power ¯uxes. In RFX (a� 0.46 m, R� 2 m) various

sources of asymmetry, such as the radial shift of the

plasma column and especially mode-wall locking, cause

signi®cant deviations from the ideal situation of an even

power distribution onto the armour of graphite tiles and

locally the wall loading may exceed the remarkable level

of 100 MW mÿ2. Nevertheless, despite the intense plas-

ma wall interactions, the impurity content in the plasma

has always been found to be within acceptable levels,

similar to those found in ohmically heated tokamak

experiments of similar size, where, however, much less

power input is typically involved. Indeed, standard wall

conditioning techniques such as boronisation may lead

in RFX to an e�ective charge practically close to one.

In this paper, we try to identify the reasons why the

impurity concentration remains low despite the large

power dissipated onto the wall. This requires the char-

acterisation of the plasma edge since the impurity pen-

etration depends essentially on the average ionisation

length of the sputtered atoms and on the various forces

that act on the ionised atoms in the scrape o� layer

(SOL) or within a few Larmor radii inside the last closed

surface.

The discussion is based on several experimental re-

sults comprising Zeff , impurity in¯uxes, electron density

and temperature evaluations and on the simulations of a

Monte Carlo code that describes the carbon behaviour

at the edge of an RFP and that in particular has been

used to address the question of the relevance of speci®c

processes such as the ®nite Larmor radius e�ect, the

presence of a radial electric ®eld and of the cross ®eld

di�usion.

2. Experimental ®ndings

RFX has so far been operated up to the current of 1

MA with central densities ranging from 1 ´ 1019 to

1 ´ 1020 mÿ3. The average Zeff , measured from the
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continuum emission at 523.5 � 0.5 nm, shows a depen-

dence on the electron density as indicated in Fig. 1, that

compares the e�ective charge values in 600 kA dis-

charges before and after a boronisation procedure. After

boronisation Zeff decreases at all densities and reaches

values even below �1.5. The spread of the data at a

given density is beyond the estimated error, of the order

of 20% [1], and may be ascribed to di�erences in the

conditioning level of the ®rst wall as well as to di�er-

ences in the main edge parameters.

Zeff does not seem to depend signi®cantly on the

plasma current. This ®nding, shown in Fig. 2 for a data

ensemble with the same density, is apparently in contrast

with the typical tokamak situation where Zeff tends to

increase with the current level [2].

The in¯uxes of carbon and oxygen, measured by

means of interference ®lters centred around C II and O

II lines [3] and by applying the ionisation events per

photon from [4], increase with density as shown in Fig. 3

for the same shots of Fig. 1. Each point is the average of

the measurements along ®ve lines of sight that intercept

the wall at di�erent poloidal angles to take into account

the asymmetry associated with the radial shift of the

plasma column [3]. To evaluate the ionisation events per

photon, we have used the electron temperatures and

densities measured from the line emission of a helium

thermal beam injected on the equatorial plane and on

the outboard side of the torus. With the present geom-

etry the results of this technique [5] represent an average

between 0.5 and 1 cm from the wall. Fig. 4 illustrates the

ne and Te measurements as a function of the central

electron density. While the edge density increases lin-

early by a factor 3, the edge temperature only reduces

from 75 to 45 eV.

The hydrogen in¯ux measured from the Ha line [6]

appears to have a weaker dependence on density

(Fig. 5). There is, however, a source of uncertainty

in this analysis that comes from the possibility of

Fig. 1. Plasma e�ective charge dependence on electron density

before and after a boronisation procedure. The data refer to

discharges with 500 kA6 Ip6 600 kA.

Fig. 2. Plasma e�ective charge behaviour as a function of the

plasma current for a selected range of the average electron

density 3.5 ´ 1019 mÿ36 ne 6 4.5 ´ 1019 mÿ3.

Fig. 3. Impurity in¯ux as a function of the average electron

density; the reduction corresponding to a boronisation condi-

tioning procedure is shown. The applied ionisation events per

photon correspond to the electron temperature and density

values observed by means of a thermal helium beam.

Fig. 4. Edge electron temperature and density measured from

the line emission of a thermal helium beam as a function of the

average electron density from a CO2 interferometer.
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important molecular release, a fraction of which can be

ionised without stepping through the atomic state [7].

Therefore measurements from Ha are likely to under-

estimate the actual hydrogen in¯ux. Besides, the degree

of imprecision of the hydrogen in¯ux from Ha could

depend on density since the ratio of the ionisation events

per photon for molecules to the one for atoms increases

with the density above 5ÿ6 ´ 1018 mÿ3 [8].

Also the amount of eroded carbon associated to the

molecular input of higher hydrocarbons and methane

deduced, respectively, from the C2 band at 516 nm and

from the CH band at 430 nm, may be signi®cant, dou-

bling the carbon in¯ux deduced from the ®rst ionisation

level (the database of the molecular emission is insu�-

cient to analyse a possible dependence on the electron

density). Chemical sputtering seems therefore to be a

relevant production mechanism. The ion temperatures

deduced from the Doppler broadening of C III corrob-

orate the latter statement. In fact, they vary between 40

and 50 eV at ne� 2 ´ 1019 mÿ3 to 20 eV at ne� 6 ´ 1019

mÿ3, i.e. in a range where the physical sputtering yield,

comprised self-sputtering, is relatively low [9].

Finally it should be mentioned that metals have only

seldom appeared in the RFX spectra, despite evidence of

strong erosion of the inconel vessel especially in the re-

gions a�ected by large ®eld errors, such as the poloidal

gaps on the external conducting shell. Evidence of metal

redeposition was, on the other hand, found on the back

of the carbon tiles in the same regions [10] meaning that

the tile con®guration is generally successful in trapping

the atoms sputtered at the vessel, in conjunction with the

relatively large Larmor radius of metals and their short

ionisation length.

3. Monte Carlo simulations

Simulations of the carbon behaviour at the edge of

an RFP have been carried out by means of a two-di-

mensional Monte Carlo code in order to analyse the

impact on the screening process of the relevant param-

eters such as Te(r), ne(r), the cross ®eld di�usion D, the

Larmor radius, a radial electric ®eld and the energy of

the incoming atom.

The code computes the spatial distribution of the low

ionisation states of the carbon impurity. The radial Te

and ne pro®les are assumed according to the experi-

mental estimates and are ®tted with a power law

/ 1ÿ �r=a�a, with a� 30 for ne and 4 for Te. The plasma

is assumed to be toroidally symmetric and a uniform

horizontal shift of the plasma column is taken into

account. The associated SOL is modelled through

an exponential decay of temperature and density with an

e-folding length of 2 cm, according to the indications of

the Langmuir probes.

The motion of the particle is computed from the

forces acting on it without resorting to the guiding

center approximation; the forces included in the model

comprise the Lorentz force, the radial electric force, the

pressure gradient force, all given in input. Besides, the

di�usion is modelled as a random shift of the particle

position. Finally the charge of the particle is modi®ed by

ionisation and/or recombination, modelled as probabi-

listic processes with frequency determined by the local

plasma properties.

A radial electric ®eld (inward at the edge and out-

ward in the plasma core) has been introduced repro-

ducing the experimental value measured by edge probes

[11]. The experimental shear has been approximated by

a simple linear function varying from ÿ3 kV/m at the

wall to +3 kV/m at a radius r0 in the plasma. r0 is 2 cm

from the wall for 500 kA discharges.

The penetration e�ciency n is de®ned as the fraction

of the injected particles that enter the plasma by a few

centimetres. In the present simulations we have placed

this threshold at 4.5 cm from the wall, that corresponds

to several Larmor radii for C II in a variety of plasma

edge situations. While the arbitrariness of the de®nition

a�ects the absolute results, the trends against the various

parameters are preserved until the scale length of the

considered processes do not vary too much with respect

to the de®ned distance. In particular, the choice allows

the comparison of particles with relatively large Larmor

radius ± either due to a low magnetic ®eld or to a large

entrance velocity ± that intercept the wall after an ex-

cursion of a few cms into the plasma. It is worth noticing

that for typical RFX edge conditions (Te� 50 eV, ne

� 1 ´ 1019 mÿ3, Bpol� 0.3 T) the ionisation frequency of

C II is �1.2 ´ 105 sÿ1, that is smaller than its gyrofre-

quency �3.8 ´ 105 sÿ1.

The number of particles injected for each simulation

has been chosen so as to limit statistical ¯uctuations

within a few percent, ranging from 3000 to 12,000.

The role of relevant parameters on the screening has

been studied by varying each of them individually in a

simpli®ed arrangement: by injecting monoenergetical

Fig. 5. Hydrogen in¯ux as a function of the average electron

density measured before and after a boronisation procedure.
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particles radially from the wall on the equatorial plane

and following them along their trajectory until their loss

onto the wall or their penetration beyond the threshold

into the plasma and neglecting self-sputtering. The main

results are reported in Table 1 and are summarised in

the following:

1. The penetration e�ciency (n) is practically indepen-

dent of the Larmor radius when varying only the

magnetic ®eld beyond 0.2 T.

2. n is a strongly increasing function of the input veloc-

ity, varying from 10% for energies typical of chemical

sputtering (0.25 eV) to 31% for pure physical sputter-

ing (10 eV).

3. n is, as expected, dependent upon the edge values and

the pro®les of temperature and density, since their in-

crease keeps the particles closer to the last closed

plasma surface.

4. The e�ect of a radial electric ®eld negative at the wall

(inward) and positive inside (outward), as experimen-

tally found, reduces the penetration probability.

5. The cross ®eld di�usion, modelled as a random shift

of the particle position, is practically ine�ective.

A result not reported in Table 1 is that the redepo-

sition length along the poloidal direction has a charac-

teristic value of 10±15 cm in agreement with the results

of an inspection on the machine and the analysis of

sample probes [10].

More realistic simulations, including self-sputtering

and chemical sputtering [12] from the whole poloidal

circumference with angular and energetic distribution,

yield a screening e�ciency a factor of 2 larger than the

reference case of Table 1. This may be explained in

terms of a shorter e�ective ionisation length related to

the lower average radial entrance velocity. The results of

these simulations have been compared with the radial

emissivity pro®les of C I, C II lines monitored by a CCD

camera looking tangentially at the inboard wall [13].

Fig. 6 shows the result of such a comparison for shots

with 600 kA and central density around 3 ´ 1019 mÿ3

and a radial plasma shift of 1 cm.

Table 1

Results of the Monte Carlo simulations for particles injected from the outboard side of the torus

#run Notes n (%) kion C I (cm) C II losses (%) C III losses (%) C IV losses (%)

1 B� 0.3 T 14 0.7 43 27 16

D� 10 m2/s

Te(r� a)� 15 eV

ne(r� a)� 3 ´ 1018 mÿ3

Esputtering� 1 eV

2 B� 0.8 T 15 0.7 44 24 17

3 B� 0.5 T 16 0.7 44 25 15

4 B� 0.1 T 22 0.7 29 30 19

5 ne(r� a)� 1 ´ 1018 mÿ3 31 1.3 34 25 10

6 ne(r� a)� 9 ´ 1018 mÿ3 10 0.4 50 26 14

7 ne(r� a)� 1.2 ´ 1019 mÿ3 9 0.4 50 27 14

8 Te(r� a)� 45 eV 8 0.4 48 28 16

9 Te(r� a)� 60 eV 7 0.4 51 26 16

10 D� 1 m2/s 13 0.7 30 27 29

11 D� 100 m2/s 17 0.7 63 16 4

12 Esputtering� 10 eV 31 1.3 22 23 24

13 Esputtering� 0.25 eV 10 0.4 59 20 11

14 Electric ®eld, shear 7 0.7 31 30 32

(shear� 300 kV/m2)

n is the fraction of particles that overcome the threshold of 4.5 cm inside the plasma, kion is the ionisation length of C I. The fraction of

losses onto the wall is distinguished according to the ionisation state up to C IV.

Fig. 6. Comparison between the radial C I and C II emissivity

pro®les measured by a CCD camera looking tangentially at the

inboard wall and the Monte Carlo simulation.
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4. Discussion

In a simpli®ed approach to the problem of the im-

purity contamination, the impurity concentrations may

be expressed as a function of the product of the ratio

between the impurity and the hydrogen in¯uxes, their

particle con®nement times (simp,sH) and their penetra-

tion probabilities

�nimp; nH�: Zeff / nimp

ne

/ Cimp

CH

simp

sH

nimp

nH

:

In the comparison between RFX and ohmically heated

tokamaks with carbon-facing components, it is

interesting to notice that, for the same density ranges,

the so-called carbon yield CC/CH is comparable and

around 0.01±0.04 [14]. Fluctuations in the carbon yield,

even within the same experiment, may be ascribed to

various reasons, comprised of the oxygen contribution,

the conditioning level and the surface temperatures

of the tiles, changes in the edge parameters as well as to

the uncertainties in the determinations of both carbon

and hydrogen in¯uxes.

Little is known about the particle con®nement time

in RFPs as a function of the mass and charge. For hy-

drogen it has been found that the core region is domi-

nated by magnetic stochasticity while in the region

outside the reversal radius hydrogen ¯ux is consistent

with the transport due to electrostatic ¯uctuations [15].

On this basis, we deem it unlikely that impurities are

con®ned less than hydrogen. If we assume that simp=sH is

of the order unity as in an L-mode tokamak [16], the

analogy of the plasma contamination suggests that

nimp=nH is similar in value for tokamaks and RFPs, de-

spite the widely di�erent scheme of particle disposal.

Indeed while in a tokamak, screening of the ionised

impurities takes place in the SOL due to the electric ®eld

and drag force acting along the open ®eld lines, in RFX

all neutrals are likely to be ionised directly in the con-

®ned plasma.

The similarities in the contamination level found in

devices that di�er in magnetic con®guration and, by

order of magnitudes, in con®nement properties would

indicate that con®nement itself is not playing a domi-

nant role in determining the e�ective charge of the

plasma. Zeff appears instead to be regulated by a number

of detailed processes at the edge that determine the im-

purity production and its screening.

The results described above suggest that in RFX the

main screening e�ect is to be ascribed to the relatively

short ionisation length associated to the edge and tem-

perature values and to the relevant contribution of

chemical sputtering. Both Monte Carlo simulations and

the experimental observations of molecular and atomic

in¯uxes agree in assigning a share of �50% to the two

main sputtering mechanisms. Besides, a reduced ioni-

sation length increases the losses due to the ®nite Lar-

mor radius. This is seen in Table 1, where the increase of

Te and ne increases the C II losses at the expense of the

fraction of the penetrating particles.

An independent increase of the Larmor radius is in-

stead more subtle in its e�ects since particles are allowed

to move deeper into the plasma where the competing

action of ionisation may take over. This is seen for in-

stance in Table 1 for the case with reduced B, where the

penetration increases and the C II losses decrease.

Finally, the presence of a radial electric ®eld such as

that experimentally found, seems to introduce in RFX a

signi®cant e�ect on the plasma contamination, opposite

to the impurity penetration.

5. Conclusions

Recalling the original issue about the reasons why in

RFX the impurity concentration remains low despite the

large power dissipated onto the wall, one observes that

the large input power is accompanied by a large particle

out¯ux in such a way that the energy per particle is kept

within reasonable levels. In fact the ratio of the power

input to the total particle out¯ux UEout
=Cout (�20 MW/

2 ´ 1023 sÿ1 for RFX) is comparable with the tokamak

case, where typically both power input and particle

out¯ux are proportionally lower by an order of magni-

tude. This leads to similar carbon yield for the contri-

bution of physical sputtering and ultimately to

comparable contamination levels in the two con®gura-

tions, although the detailed screening processes might

present some di�erences. In RFX, the reduction of Zeff

with increasing plasma density is due to the shortening

of the ionisation length that, with an increasing contri-

bution of the ®nite Larmor radius e�ect, increases the

screening; in a tokamak it is due to the increased drag on

the impurities in the SOL [17]. The screening increase

with Te obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation is

due both to a reduced ionisation length and increased

Larmor radius of thermalized impurities. On the con-

trary, in a tokamak increasing the SOL temperature

reduces the drag and reduces the screening [17]. This

may explain the di�erent behaviour of Zeff with plasma

current in the two con®gurations.

A more re®ned analysis of the plasma contamination

in RFX and of its comparison with the tokamak case,

requires that detailed experiments be addressed to the

comprehension of the impurity production and of the

transport of the impurities at the edge, for instance with

ad hoc impurity injections.
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